All vehicles parked on campus must be registered with UTRGV Parking & Transportation and must properly display an appropriate permit.

UTRGV Brownsville parking permits are valid in the following ZONES:

Student - Zone 1 & Zone 2 (Zone 3 after 5pm)
Faculty/Staff - Zone 1, Zone 2 & Zone 3

UTRGV Brownsville Fix Stations

UTRGV Brownsville Campus Map

1. Main Building  BMAIN
2. Subal Hall  BSABH
3. University Library  BLIBR
4. Biomedical Research & Health  BBBHB
5. Luis Colon Biomedical Research Facility  BLCBR
6. Life & Health Sciences Biology Wing  BLHSB
7. Life & Health Science  BLHSSB
8. Student Union  BSTUN
9. Casa Bella  BCASA
10. Science, Engineering & Technology  BSETB
11. Vocational Trades Shops  BVOTS
12. Cortez Hall  BCRTZ
13. Cavalry Hall  BCAVL
14. Rustenberg Hall  BRHBN
15. Bookstore  BSTOR
16. Edelman Hall  BEDOM
17. Academic Support Facilities  BASFC
18. Gymnasium Annex  BGYMA
19. Garza Gymnasium  BGYMN
20. Music Building  BMUSI
21. Research Office Building  BROBL
22. University Police  BUNPB
23. The Arts Center  BTACB
24. Recreation, Education and Kinesiology Center  BREXC
25. Portable Buildings  BPOB1, BPOB2
26. Regional Academic Health Center  BRCRC
27. North Office Building  BNOBL
28. Vaquero Plaza (Buildings A,B & C)  BVAQP

### Zones

- Zone 1 - Student Parking
- Zone 2 - Student Parking
  - “On Edinburg Campus Only”
- Zone 3 - Faculty/Staff Parking
- Zone 5 - Administrator Parking
- Resident - Casa Bella Resident

---

**Fix Stations**
- BCUET - Cueto House
- BLUCN - Lusena House
- BBRPLZ - Resaca Plaza
- BSTAR - Stargate